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SUMMARY
Many RNA-binding proteins (RBPs) regulate both
alternative exons and poly(A) site selection. To
understand their regulatory principles, we devel-
oped expressRNA, a web platform encompassing
computational tools for integration of iCLIP and
RNA motif analyses with RNA-seq and 30 mRNA
sequencing. This reveals at nucleotide resolution
the ‘‘RNAmaps’’ describing how theRNAbinding po-
sitions of RBPs relate to their regulatory functions.
We use this approach to examine how TDP-43, an
RBP involved in several neurodegenerative diseases,
binds around its regulated poly(A) sites. Binding
close to the poly(A) site generally represses, whereas
binding further downstream enhances use of the site,
which is similar to TDP-43 binding around regulated
exons. Our RNAmotifs2 software also identifies
sequence motifs that cluster together with the bind-
ing motifs of TDP-43. We conclude that TDP-43
directly regulates diverse types of pre-mRNA pro-
cessing according to common position-dependent
principles.
INTRODUCTION
Biogenesis of most eukaryotic mRNAs involves splicing and
cleavage and polyadenylation (30 end processing) (Derti et al.,
2012; Tian et al., 2005). Both mechanisms are required to pro-
duce functional mRNAs and are also important to regulate
gene expression by producing alternative mRNA isoforms and
for efficient transcription termination (Di Giammartino et al.,
2011; Elkon et al., 2013; Shi, 2012). The alternative isoforms
are produced by alternative splicing or by use of alternative
polyadenylation (APA) sites. Both alternative splicing and APA
are regulated by RNA-binding proteins (RBPs) (Di Giammartino
et al., 2011; Elkon et al., 2013; Fu and Ares, 2014; Shi, 2012; Wit-
ten and Ule, 2011). However, few tools are available to study
both processes in an integrated manner, and the overlap be-
tween their regulatory programs is poorly understood.
The regulatory functionofmanyRBPsdependson their binding
position in respect to the regulated exon (Witten and Ule, 2011).
Such position-dependent regulatory principles have been visual-
ized at high-resolution in the form of RNAmaps (Ule et al., 2006),
and were exploited to derive codes that can predict tissue-spe-
cific splicing patterns (Alipanahi et al., 2015; Barash et al.,
2010). It is clear that the RBP binding on nascent RNA can also
affect APA in a position-dependent manner (Batra et al., 2014;
Li et al., 2015; Licatalosi et al., 2008; Masuda et al., 2015).
Three studies have used crosslinking and immunoprecipita-
tion (CLIP) to define the RNA map of APA (Licatalosi et al.,
2008; Masuda et al., 2015; Batra et al., 2014), but these studies
have plotted the position of full CLIP reads around the regulated
poly(A) sites, rather than the position of crosslink sites, and have
not evaluated the statistical significance of identified enrich-
ments. Therefore, the importance in binding position for guiding
the repressing or enhancing effects of RBPs remains unclear.
The nucleotide resolution that is obtained by the truncated
cDNAs in iCLIP, and the quantitative nature gained by the
analysis of unique molecular identifiers (UMIs), allowed us to
examine the RNAmaps of APA regulation in much greater detail.
Our study examines how the TAR (transactive response) DNA-
binding protein 43 (TDP-43, also referred to as TARDBP) regu-
lates splicing and APA via position-dependent principles. TDP-
43 is an RBP involved in several neurodegenerative diseases,
including frontotemporal lobar degeneration (FTLD-TDP) and
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amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) (Ratti andBuratti, 2016). TDP-
43 regulates alternative splicing in a position-dependent manner
by binding to intronic dinucleotide of uridine and guanosine (UG)-
rich motifs, such that binding close to the splice sites represses
splicing, whereas binding further downstream of the exon en-
hances splicing (Tollervey et al., 2011). The binding of TDP-43 is
also enriched in 30 UTRs, and it can regulate APA of its own tran-
script (Ratti and Buratti, 2016; Tollervey et al., 2011), indicating a
possible role for regulating APA of other transcripts.
We identified poly(A) sites regulated by TDP-43 in HEK293
cells by 30 mRNA sequencing and defined TDP-43 binding
sites with individual nucleotide crosslinking and immunopre-
cipitation (iCLIP). To perform 30 end data analysis, we devel-
oped expressRNA, a modular bioinformatics research platform
that manages data and inter-connects recently developed
(expressRNA.apa module, RNAmotifs2) and existing (STAR,
DEXSeq) analysis software. The expressRNA.apa module iden-
tifies the sites where cleavage and polyadenylation takes place
(poly(A) sites), marks and annotates the differentially regulated
poly(A) sites, and visualizes binding patterns of RBPs around
thesesites. The resultingRNAmapsdefined thebindingpositions
Alternative
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RNA maps
3’-end
sequencing
Alternative
splicing
RNA-protein
binding (iCLIP)
analysis of
clustered motifs
BINDING ANALYSIS
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Figure 1. expressRNA Research Platform
The expressRNA platform performs analyses of
alternative polyadenylation datasets and can
include external alternative splicing datasets. The
identified or provided regulated features (poly(A)
sites, alternative exons) are then combined with
RNA protein binding information (iCLIP). Motif
analysis is performed with the RNAmotifs2 plat-
form. The results are presented with RNA maps
that elucidate position-dependent regulatory
mechanisms.
where TDP-43 can enhance or repress
multiple types of poly(A) sites, andwe vali-
dated its direct action with a minigene re-
porter. We demonstrated that the role of
TDP-43 can be replaced in this minigene
by TIA1, another known splicing regulator,
if UG-rich motifs are replaced by UA-rich
motifs. To identify enriched clusters of
diverse regulatory motifs around the regu-
lated exons or poly(A) sites, we extended
and upgraded RNA motifs (Cereda et al.,
2014) (now named RNAmotifs2). This
identified enriched clusters composed of
multiple types of motifs around tissue-
specific exons or poly(A) sites, which can
indicate a potential for combinatorial regu-
lation of splicing and APA.
RESULTS
Identification and Validation of
Poly(A) Sites with expressRNA
To study how TDP-43 regulates APA,
RNA was isolated from six independent
TDP-43 knockdown (KD) and control HEK293 cells. The 30 ends
of mRNAs were amplified with the QuantSeq Rev 30 mRNA
sequencing (mRNA-seq) library prep kit (Lexogen), which uses
a poly(T) primer to reverse transcribe the mRNAs. The library
was sequenced with HiSeq, producing 60-nt single-end reads
and 10-nt index reads.
For data analysis, we developed the expressRNA web appli-
cation and analysis platform (Figures 1 and S1B). The first step
of expressRNA is to process and map the 30 mRNA-seq data
to the genome, classify the sites where cleavage and polyadeny-
lation takes place (poly(A) sites), and identify the differentially
regulated poly(A) sites. We first aligned the reads to the hg19
reference genome with STAR (Dobin et al., 2013), allowing soft
clipping from both 50 and 30 end. Of the total 52.96 million reads,
54.83% aligned uniquely to the human genome (Table S1). To
construct the database of identified poly(A) sites, we considered
sequence data from all experiments as one dataset. Some of the
aligned reads were soft-clipped due to the sequencing running
into the poly(A) tail or imperfect primer annealing (Figure S2A).
Since the longest 30 UTR isoforms are in some cases not fully
annotated, we added 5 kb of the intergenic region downstream
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of each gene. If two genes are closer than 10 kb, only the region
up to themiddlewas added.We found that alternative positions of
cleavage and polyadenylation can be clustered in close proximity
of a dominant poly(A) site, withmost variation occurringwithin 5 nt
of the dominant site, indicating that the cleavage position is not
always precise and can vary by a few nucleotides (Figure S2B).
Such cleavage positions occur downstream of a single polyade-
nylation signal (PAS), and therefore their variation likely reflects
lack of cleavage precision by the cleavage and polyadenylation
machinery. For quantification of poly(A) sites, we therefore
summed up the counts of reads that identified cleavage up to
5 nt away from each dominant poly(A) site (Figure S2C). Published
studies also indicate that auxiliary RNAmotifs tend to be enriched
in the region approximately up to 75 nt upstream (URE, upstream
regulatory elements) and 50 nt downstream (DRE, downstream
regulatory elements) of each cleavage site (Beaudoing et al.,
2000; Shi, 2012). We wished to focus our study on fully indepen-
dent cleavage sites that contain their own PAS and auxiliary mo-
tifs. Therefore, we identified the dominant poly(A) sites based on
read count, such that all resulting sites were at least 125 nt apart.
This produced an atlas of 30,213 putative poly(A) sites.
QuantSeq relies on annealing a poly(T) primer to the poly(A) tail
of mRNAs to identify the 30 end of the mRNAs. However, as has
been shown previously, poly(T) primers often also anneal to in-
ternal A-rich sites inmRNAs (Derti et al., 2012). Therefore, poly(A)
sites with A-tracts in the vicinity [–10..10] were first filtered out.
The poly(A) sites were further classified into three classes by us-
ing the software poly(A)R (Akhtar et al., 2010), which evaluates
the presence of preceding PAS. This identified 17,102 PAS-
strong, 2,599 PAS-weak, and 10,513 PAS-less sites (Table S4).
We examined the nucleotide composition, the efficiency of
cleavage, and the level of overlap with two past studies (Derti
et al., 2012; Gruber et al., 2012), which confirms that the PAS-
strong and PAS-weak sites are the most reliable and efficiently
used sites (Figures S2D and S2E–S2H).
Classification and broad identification of poly(A) sites in
HEK293 cells has been achieved earlier by a comprehensive
analysis of 30 end targeted sequencing datasets (Gruber et al.,
2016). In contrast, the aim of our study is not to further charac-
terize newly identified sites, but rather to use a stringent filtering
approach to examine the regulatory patterns at the functional
poly(A) sites. We therefore focused only on the PAS-strong
and PAS-weak sites, which identified a total of 19,701 poly(A)
sites, 16,599 sites were annotated to genes (Ensembl v.74). To
ensure robust analysis, poly(A) sites with less than ten read
counts in either control or KD experiments were further filtered
out, resulting in 16,221 poly(A) sites. We then identified the
poly(A) site in each gene that contained the highest read count,
which we consider as the ‘‘major poly(A) site.’’ To avoid poorly
used sites, we then discarded those poly(A) sites that have
less than 5% of reads compared to the number of reads present
at the major poly(A) site in the same gene. 15,113 sites in 10,069
genes remained after these filtering steps (Figure S2D).
Validation of the Poly(A) Sites
Comparisons of our 15,113 sites to the published poly(A) data-
base in human tissues (Derti et al., 2012) and HEK293 cells
(Gruber et al., 2012) demonstrates that the majority of sites over-
lap at nucleotide precision (Figure 2D). Allowing for up to a 10-nt
spacing, approximately 70% of our sites overlap with the sites in
Derti et al. (2012) and 65% with the previously defined sites
in HEK293 cells from Gruber et al. (2012) (Figure 2D). The over-
lapping sites have the characteristic nucleotide signature of
A-rich PAS upstream of the cleavage site, which is followed by
T-rich sequences, in agreement with past studies (Sheets
et al., 1990) (Figure S2F). A larger number of poly(A) sites were
identified in HEK293 cells by a previous study due to the use
of milder filtering criteria (Gruber et al., 2012), but the sites that
are not shared with our study have weaker nucleotide signature
compared to the overlapping sites (Figure S2G). However, the
sites identified in our study have similar nucleotide signature to
the ones that overlap with the published sites, indicating that
the stringent filtering criteria applied by our study are sufficient
to ensure that most of the identified poly(A) sites are valid
(Figure S2G). Moreover, de novo search of the most enriched
hexamers in the region where the PAS is normally located
([–30..–18] upstream of the poly(A) site) found the expected
consensus sequences (Beaudoing et al., 2000) (Figure S2H;
Supplemental Experimental Procedures).
We further tested the validity of our detected poly(A) sites
by plotting the coverage of RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) experi-
ments from published studies performed in HEK293 cells
(Pham et al., 2016; Trakman et al., 2016) (Figures S2J–S2L).
We computed the read coverage in the region500..200 around
proximal and distal poly(A) sites, defined by the present study,
which were separated into the 85% that are shared with the pre-
vious study by Nam et al. (2014), and the 15% that are not. We
find a peak of increased RNA-seq average coverage upstream
of both types of poly(A) sites, and a drop to negligible levels of
RNA-seq coverage downstream of the distal poly(A) sites (Fig-
ure S2J). This significant difference in read coverage just up-
stream and downstream of both the annotated and poly(A) sites
that we have annotated additionally supports the validity of
poly(A) sites uncovered here.
For further comparison, we also plotted heatmaps of RNA-seq
read coverage around the 50 known and poly(A) sites uncovered
by this analysis that contain most QuantSeq reads by displaying
the QuantSeq 30 end targeted sequencing coverage (data from
our study) alongside the RNA-seq coverage data (Figures S2K
and S2L). This shows that the RNA-seq read distribution at indi-
vidual poly(A) sites is similar for known and sites uncovered by
this analysis, since most sites contain enrichment of RNA-seq
reads upstream, and lack the reads downstream of the poly(A)
sites. Taken together, this indicates that the poly(A) sites are
accurately identified by the expressRNA analysis of QuantSeq
data in HEK293 cells.
Classification and Identification of the Regulated Poly(A)
Sites
To define the regulatory principles with high fidelity, we focused
our analyses on 3,291 genes where we can robustly annotate
multiple poly(A) sites. This represents about 33% of detected
genes, which is slightly lower compared to most past studies,
which reported approximately 40% of protein coding genes
with >1 poly(A) site (Ni et al., 2013). It is much lower than the
report of 70% with multiple poly(A) sites that were detected
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with the cross-tissue analysis (Derti et al., 2012), but that is ex-
pected given that a single cell type has less RNA diversity
compared to all the tissues. The lower proportion of genes with
multiple poly(A) sites likely reflects also our stringent requirement
for that each poly(A) site contains at least 5% of the reads that
map to each gene.
Next, we wished to identify those genes with multiple poly(A)
sites where the use of the poly(A) sites changes upon TDP-43
KD. Statistically significant changes in poly(A) site use between
control and KD conditions were identified using DEXSeq (Anders
et al., 2012) (Figure 2C). If more than two poly(A) sites were iden-
tified in a gene, then the two poly(A) sites most significantly
changed (adjusted p value <0.05) were considered for further
analyses of regulated sites. If only one site had an adjusted
p value <0.05, then the second site was selected based on high-
est read count. If no site had p value <0.05, then both sites were
selected based on highest read count.
Our approach identified 3,291 genes (poly(A) site pairs) that we
then classified based on the position of the two poly(A) sites in
the gene (Figure 2B). If both poly(A) sites are in the same exon,
we classified them as same exon (the most common APA type,
also referred as tandem in previous studies) (Elkon et al.,
2013). If the proximal poly(A) site is part of a composite exon
that contains an internal 50 splice site, and the two poly(A) sites
were generated by alternative 50 splice site use, we classified
them as a composite exon. Finally, if the proximal poly(A) site
is in an exon that is fully skipped when the distal poly(A) site is
used, we classified them as skipped exon (Figure 2B). The final
filtered poly(A) data included 3,291 poly(A) site pairs, of which
2,202 belonged to the same-exon, 662 to the skipped-exon,
and 427 to the composite-exon class.
To identify changes in APA between control and TDP-43 KD,
we examined the changes in relative read counts at the proximal
and distal poly(A) sites in each gene, which is referred to as
fold change (reported by DEXSeq). Poly(A) sites with adjusted
p value <0.05 are labeled as significantly regulated. The fold
change is used to determine the direction of change as
repressed (fold change <0) or enhanced (fold change >0). For
genes with no significantly regulated poly(A) sites, two sites
with highest read counts across both control and KD conditions
were selected and classified into control enhanced and control
repressed (Figure 2C).
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Figure 2. Mapping Reads and Evaluating Poly(A) Site Loci and Expression
(A) Read alignment to the hg19 reference genome. Reads are soft clipped (red) due to poly(A) tail sequence at the 50 end or imperfect primer annealing at the
30 end.
(B) Classification of proximal and distal poly(A) site pairs (50 s1 = 50 splice site 1). The same-exon pairs are not limited to the last exons in the gene, 9% (201 of
2,202) of the same-exon pairs are annotated to a non-terminal exon.
(C) DEXSeq computes direction (log2 fold change) and significance (adjusted p value) of poly(A) sites in control versus TDP-43 KD. The proximal-distal site pair
with highest fold change is selected among significantly changed poly(A) sites (adjusted p value <0.05). Nonsignificant changes are classified as control-
enhanced and control repressed. Control distributions are drawn as black lines in all RNA maps.
(D) Overlap with Derti et al. (2012); Gruber et al. (2012), and Nam et al. (2014) poly(A) sites around the poly(A) sites defined by the present study.
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iCLIP and Motif Analysis Demonstrate a Direct Role of
TDP-43 in APA Regulation
To identify TDP-43 binding sites in HEK293 cells, we performed
iCLIP of TDP-43 in two replicate experiments, which together
generated 12,622,661 uniquely mapped iCLIP cDNAs. We
report the number of iCLIP cDNAs around each regulated
poly(A) site (Table S2). We then identified 415,238 significant
crosslink clusters, 9.4% of which map to annotated 30 UTRs
(Figure S2I). We visualized the positions of these crosslink clus-
ters around the same-exon class of regulated poly(A) sites,
including both the proximal (Figures 3A–3C) and the distal
poly(A) sites (Figure 3D). We also examined the UG-rich binding
motifs (see Defining TDP-43 Binding Positions with iCLIP),
which are known to bind TDP-43. Reassuringly, crosslink clus-
ters and enriched UG-rich motifs are abundant at similar posi-
tions (Figures 3A and S3A–S3D), further indicating that these
two independent approaches correctly define the binding sites
of TDP-43.
A
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TDP-43 bound enhanced targets (top 20) around same-exon proximal polyA sites (enhanced=133, repressed=141, controls=1,928)
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Figure 3. RNA Maps of TDP-43 around Proximal and Distal Same-Exon Poly(A) Sites with iCLIP Clusters
(A) Proximal poly(A) site RNA map of TDP-43 iCLIP at regulated genes. TDP-43 is bound around repressed poly(A) sites and to a lesser extent (sparsely) further
upstream and downstream of enhanced poly(A) sites.
(B) Top 20 iCLIP mRNA targets contributing to proximal poly(A) site repression.
(C) Top 20 iCLIP mRNA targets contributing to proximal poly(A) site enhancement.
(D) Distal site RNA map of TDP-43 binding around regulated genes. The level of binding is lower compared to the proximal sites (Table S6).
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To further assess the specificity of the RNA map, we redrew it
by using just the 13,034 poly(A) sites that overlap with the ones
identified also with the 3P-SEQ method in the previous study
(Figure 2D). The resulting same-exon proximal RNA map is
almost identical to the map that used all the sites (Figures 3A
and S3E), which demonstrates that the map is robust and largely
unaffected by the identification of additional poly(A) sites.
Moreover, we compared iCLIP binding of TDP-43, TIAL1, and
STAU1 around the same-exon proximal poly(A) sites regulated
by TDP-43 (Figure S3F). We chose TIA1 and STAU1 as controls,
since both of these RBPs also have enriched crosslinking to
30 UTRs. We plotted the enrichment of crosslink clusters for
each protein by comparing regulated versus control poly(A)
sites, which demonstrated much stronger and position-specific
enrichment for TDP-43 compared to the other control RBPs.
Together, these analyses indicate the RNA map is robust and
specific.
Since TDP-43 is a known regulator of splicing, we also exam-
ined whether use of the poly(A) sites might be indirectly affected
due to co-regulation (binding) at nearby splice sites. This is
possible in the case of composite-exon and skipped-exon
poly(A) sites, which contain at least one splice between the regu-
lated poly(A) sites (s1 and s2, as marked in Figure 2B). We found
position-dependent TDP-43 crosslinking at the regulated com-
posite-exon and skipped-exon poly(A) sites (Figures S4A–S4D)
and much less at splice sites flanking these poly(A) sites (Figures
S5A–S5F; Table S6). This indicates that TDP-43 rarely regulates
APA indirectly via splicing but rather directly regulates both types
of competing poly(A) sites.
To demonstrate in a simple way that TDP-43 binds at different
positions to repress or enhance the poly(A) sites, we defined the
40-nt window around each type of regulated poly(A) sites that
had the strongest enrichment of crosslink clusters compared
to controls (repressed/enhanced versus control genes) (Table
S6). To determine the number of genes that contain a specific
class of alternative poly(A) site that is directly regulated by
TDP-43, we counted the number of iCLIP crosslink clusters at
this 40-nt window, which allowed us to calculate the bound regu-
lated genes score (BRG) (see Experimental Procedures and
Table S6). This shows that TDP-43 most often binds next to
the proximal same-exon poly(A) sites (97..–57 relative to prox-
imal poly(A) site, BRG = 33, p value 1E-6, Figure 3), while en-
riched binding is also seen further downstream of the enhanced
sites (72..112 relative to proximal poly(A) site, BRG = 19, p value
3E-5, Figure 3). This pattern is reminiscent of the RNA maps of
splicing regulation, where TDP-43 binds directly upstream or
within the exon to repress and further downstream of the exon
to enhance splicing (Tollervey et al., 2011).
RNAmotifs2 Allows Unbiased Discovery of the
Regulatory RNA Maps
To understand whether the RNA map of APA regulation by
TDP-43 can be discovered without any knowledge of its binding
specificity, we upgraded our RNAmotifs software (Cereda et al.,
2014) so that it could assess regulated poly(A) sites, in addition to
alternative exons. Moreover, while the original RNAmotifs could
only identify clusters of highly similar motifs around alternative
exons, the version (named RNAmotifs2) can identify clusters of
diverse motifs enriched around groups of exons or poly(A) sites.
This can assess the potential for multiple RBPs to combinatori-
ally regulate pre-mRNA processing. We applied RNAmotifs2
to analysis of the same-exon class of poly(A) sites regulated
by TDP-43. The enrichment of the detected significant motif
clusters (Fisher’s exact test, p < 0.01) is plotted in blue at
the repressed and in red at enhanced poly(A) sites (Figure 4).
UG-rich motif clusters were enriched mainly around the proximal
regulated sites at similar positions as the iCLIP crosslink sites
(Figures 3A and S3A; Table S6). This further confirms that
TDP-43 can directly either repress or enhance poly(A) sites.
Interestingly, the distal sites mainly had enrichment of U-rich
and YA-rich motifs (Figure 4B), indicating a potential for regula-
tion of competing poly(A) sites by different RBPs.
Binding Site Swap Validates the Direct APA Regulation
by TDP-43 or TIA1/L1
To study whether the binding of TDP-43 alone is sufficient
to regulate APA, we produced a minigene reporter with the
30 UTR of structural maintenance of chromosomes 1A (SMC1A)
gene, which contains regulated poly(A) sites from the same-
exon class (Figure 5A). The 30 UTR of SMC1A gene was cloned
downstream of the firefly luciferase ORF in a modified pcDNA3
plasmid, which does not contain any additional poly(A) sites.
qRT-PCRwas then used to quantify the use of distal poly(A) sites,
which was normalized by the total amount of mRNA that was
produced. To distinguish the minigene expression from the
endogenous SMC1A gene, we quantified the total mRNA with a
forward primer that recognizes part of the luciferase coding
sequence. To monitor the distal poly(A) site use, the forward
sequence was designed across the artificial junction that was
introduced with production of the shortened SMC1A 30 UTR.
This confirmed the significant increase in the use of the proximal
poly(A) site upon TDP-43 KD (Figure 5B).
TDP-43 also affects mRNA stability (Volkening et al., 2009),
and thus it is theoretically possible that it binds to the longer
mRNA isoform and stabilizes this isoform, which could explain
why the shorter mRNA isoform is increased upon TDP-43 KD.
To rule out this possibility, we mutated or deleted a TDP-43
binding site that is located upstream of the proximal poly(A)
site (Figure 5A). This binding site is present in both short and
long isoforms, and it is unlikely that this site could lead to differ-
ential stability of the two isoforms. In contrast, the site is posi-
tioned upstream of the repressed poly(A) site, thus representing
the pattern where the RNA map detects most binding enrich-
ment (Figure 3A). TDP-43 binding in this region is ideally
positioned to repress the nearby poly(A) site by blocking the
recruitment of cleavage and polyadenylation factors. Indeed,
disruption and deletion of the TDP-43 binding site in the mini-
gene caused a strong increase in proximal poly(A) site use under
control conditions, which is comparable with the derepression of
the site that is seen upon TDP-43 KD in the wild-type minigene
(Figure 5B). TDP-43 KD caused no further effect on the mutated
or deleted minigene, confirming that these mutations abolished
the capacity of TDP-43 to regulate the proximal poly(A) site.
Another protein, TIA1/TIAL1, can also bind to U-rich se-
quences and has been shown to bind to the 30 UTR (Wang
et al., 2010). To test whether the position-dependent activity of
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TDP-43 is shared by other RBPs, we therefore replaced the
UG-rich motifs with a UA-rich sequence that is designed to pro-
mote binding of cytotoxic granule-associated RNA binding (TIA)
proteins based on its similarity to the TIA-binding sites (Figure 5A)
identified previously by iCLIP (Wang et al., 2010). Addition of this
site restored repression of the proximal poly(A) site, and KD of
TIA1/TIAL1 proteins confirmed that this repression is caused
by binding of TIA proteins rather than TDP-43 (Figure 5B). This
demonstrates that diverse RBPs can bind in the vicinity of the
poly(A) site to block its use. Both TDP-43 and TIA proteins are
also important regulators of splicing, thus indicating that splicing
and 30 end processing could often be regulated by the same
proteins.
Motifs Known to Regulate Brain-Specific Processing
Cluster next to UG-Rich Sequences
To provide insight into sharedmechanisms of splicing and 30 end
processing, we used RNAmotifs2 to further examine the poly(A)
sites and exons that are differentially used in the brain compared
to other tissues. We first examined the poly(A) sites that are
differentially used between brain and universal human refer-
ence (Derti et al., 2012). This detected several types of motifs,
including enrichment of TCAT immediately downstream of the
proximal poly(A) sites that are repressed in the brain (Figure S4E),
which agrees with the previous finding that NOVA (Neuro-Onco-
logical Ventral Antigen) proteins generally repress poly(A) sites
when binding in close vicinity (Licatalosi et al., 2008) and indi-
cates that NOVA proteins promote formation of mRNA isoforms
with longer 30 UTRs, which are known to be more common in
neurons (Derti et al., 2012; Miura et al., 2013).
Finally, we analyzed motifs at alternative exons that are differ-
entially spliced between brain and heart as defined by splicing
microarray (ArrayExpress EMTAB-1911). As in our previous
study, this detected TC-rich motifs and TCAT-related motifs,
which correspond to the TC-rich and TCAT-related preferences
of polypyrimidine tract-binding protein (PTBP) and NOVA pro-
teins, respectively (Cereda et al., 2014) (Figure 6). The positional
enrichment agreed with the known RNA maps of the two pro-
teins, since PTBP proteins mainly bind upstream of brain-spe-
cific exons to repress them, while NOVA proteins bind upstream
and within the exons that are repressed, and downstream of
exons that are enhanced in the brain (Ule et al., 2006; Witten
and Ule, 2011). By detecting the NOVA-binding motifs both at
the poly(A) sites and exons that are differentially regulated in
the brain, RNAmotifs2 confirmed the important role of NOVA
proteins in both splicing and 30 end processing.
Our upgraded RNAmotifs2 can discover clusters of diverse
motifs, and therefore it can provide insights into potential combi-
natorial regulation of poly(A) sites or exons. Indeed, it showed that
UG-rich motifs tend to cluster close to both UC-rich and UCAU-
rich motifs around the regulated exons (Figure 6) and regulated
poly(A) sites (FigureS4E) in thebrain. To further examine this clus-
tering, we plotted the co-occurrence of UG and UC-rich motif
clusters at 30 splicesitesof silencedalternativeexons (FigureS4F)
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Figure 4. Motif Analysis around TDP-43-Regulated Same-Exon Poly(A) Sites
Up to two of the most significant motif clusters are shown for each search region (R1, R2, R3).
(A) Motif analysis around proximal poly(A) sites show significant UG-rich clusters in R1 [–100..–40] and R2 [–40..20] around repressed proximal poly(A) sites. The
repressive effect concords with TDP-43 iCLIP binding analysis (Figure 3). More distal binding in R3 [20..80] results in enhancement.
(B) Motif analysis around distal poly(A) sites reveals less pronounced regulatory effects, mostly enhancement guided by UC and UA-rich clusters.
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in the brain. Moreover, analysis of the alternative exons regulated
by PTB, NOVA, and TDP-43 proteins discloses that UG and
UCAU-richmotifs tend to cluster together around the exons regu-
lated by NOVA proteins (Figure S6). These results indicate that
proteins such as TDP-43 might cooperate with tissue-specific
RBPs to regulate pre-mRNA processing; however, this hypothe-
sis will need further experimental validation.
DISCUSSION
In this study, we developed several tools to examine how
cis-acting elements recruit RBPs to regulate splicing and APA
in a transcriptome-wide manner (Figure S7). We developed
expressRNA, a platform that processes 30 mRNA sequencing
data, classifies the sites where cleavage and polyadenylation
takes place (poly(A) sites), and identifies the differentially regu-
lated poly(A) sites. We also integrated the expressRNA platform
with an upgraded RNAmotifs2 software to identify enrichment of
combinatorial motif clusters around regulated exons or poly(A)
sites. We used the motifs and the iCLIP data to define high-res-
olution RNA maps of APA regulation by TDP-43. This showed
that TDP-43 can directly regulate both proximal and distal
poly(A) sites of same-exon or skipped classes (Figure 7, Table
S6, p value <0.01, BRG >10). When binding close to the poly(A)
signal or the poly(A) site, TDP-43 represses use of the site,
whereas it can enhance the site when binding further down-
stream. Similarly, TDP-43 generally represses splicing when
binding close to 30 splice site or the exon, while enhancing
when binding further downstream of the regulated alternative
exon (Tollervey et al., 2011). This indicates common position-
dependent regulatory principles of both mechanisms.
Our findings are consistent with previous studies of RNAmaps
for APA regulation by several other RBPs (Batra et al., 2014; Li-
catalosi et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2013; Masuda et al., 2015). We
extend these findings by assessing the regulatory principles at
high resolution and in a quantitative manner, which shows the
strongest direct role of TDP-43 is in repression of proximal
poly(A) sites, especially by binding in close proximity upstream
and downstream of the poly(A) site. While PAS is the primary
element recruiting the cleavage and polyadenylation specificity
factor (CPSF), other auxiliary sequences tend to be UG or
U-rich in mammalian transcripts (Yang and Doublie´, 2011).
These include the TGTA motif upstream of the PAS that recruits
the cleavage factor I(m) (CFIm) and the downstream UG-rich
A
B
Figure 5. SMC1A Mini-Gene
(A) iCLIP TDP-43 binding along SMC1A 30-UTR and zoomed in binding upstream of proximal poly(A) site. The intact SMCA1 sequence around the proximal polyA
site is shown in the lower part (wild-type [WT] SMCA1), which includes the region upstream of the polyA signal (in bold) that contains a UG-rich region (in bold) that
crosslinks to TDP-43 (shown above the sequencewith blue bars). We introducedmutations (MUT) or deletion of TG dimers (DEL) to prevent TDP-43 binding to the
UG-rich region in the RNA. The final minigene was designed with mutations that replaced G in TG dimers into T or A to convert the sequence into a binding site for
TIA proteins (TIA). The mutant nucleotides are marked in red.
(B) Ratio in the use of distal vs. proximal polyA site in control cells, TDP-43 KD or the double KD of TIA1 and TIAL1 (TIA KD).
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motifs that recruit the cleavage stimulation factor (CstF) (Hoque
et al., 2013; Martin et al., 2012; Yao et al., 2012). TDP-43 thus ap-
pears to act as a competitor to displace CFI and CstF from the
UG-rich sites on pre-mRNAs. Interestingly, we also find that
TDP-43 binding is pronounced further downstream of the
enhanced poly(A) sites, in which cases it might be able to stabi-
lize the binding of processing factors at the nearby poly(A) site.
The RNA maps of splicing suggest that TDP-43 might compete
with binding of U2AF and other splicing factors when binding
close to 30 splice sites or recruit U1 small nuclear ribonucleopro-
tein (snRNP) when binding downstream of 50 splice sites. It re-
mains to be seen how TDP-43 manages to block or enhance
pre-mRNA binding of such a variety of factors.
The use of RNAmotifs2 confirms that APA is, like alternative
splicing, often regulated by RBPs that bind clusters of closely
spaced short motifs on pre-mRNAs. It is clear that the precise
position of UG-rich motifs defines the function of TDP-43 in re-
pressing or enhancing either alternative exons or poly(A) sites
(Tollervey et al., 2011). Mutation of the UG to UA-rich motifs re-
placed the function of TDP-43 with TIA proteins, which are also
otherwise major regulators of splicing. This indicates that many
RBPs may have pleiotropic functions in splicing and APA, with
the position of their RNA-binding site being the primary determi-
nant of their function.
Our preliminary analyses indicate that an integrative analysis
of tissue-specific splicing and 30 end processing could uncover
additional RBPs that can regulate both processes. For example,
we detected the known function of the cis-acting element TCAT
in the brain-specific splicing and APA. Moreover, we find that
UG-rich motifs are present within clusters of UC motifs at the
tissue-specific exons, indicating a potential for crosstalk be-
tween proteins binding these motifs, such as TDP-43, CELF,
and PTBP proteins. Enrichment of UG-rich motifs was recently
also identified next to binding sites of Rbfox proteins (Damianov
et al., 2016). Since our software can detect clusters of diverse
motifs, it is well suited for identification of such sites of overlap-
ping bindingmotifs for multiple RBPs, whichmight allow cooper-
ative or competitive regulation of alternative splicing or alterna-
tive polyadenylation across various tissues and conditions.
Our findings are available online through an interactive web
application at http://expressRNA.org/paper. The platform can
examine published poly(A) sites and exons as well as discover
additional ones.Weapply state-of-the-art statisticalmethodology
to identify differentially polyadenylated genes (DEXSeq). In this
context, the ability of successfully identifying the regulatory RNA
maps could also be an estimator (benchmark) of the validity and
success of the presented approaches. Therefore, expressRNA
provides a flexible (modular) data integrative research platform,
making computational analysis highly reproducible and allowing
user-friendly visualization with sharing of data and results.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Experimental Setup in HEK293 Cells and Poly(A) Sequencing
HEK293 FlpIn T-Rex cells were maintained in DMEM with 10% fetal bovine
serum (FBS), supplemented with 3 mg/mL blasticidine and 50 mg/mL zeocin.
Figure 6. Motif Clusters Regulating Alternative Splicing in the Human Brain
Significant motif clusters involved in alternative splicing (comparing brain and heart tissue) obtained with RNAmotifs2. Both PTBP andNOVA proteinsmajor effect
is silencing of alternative exons. Alternative exons flanked by upstream TC and T-rich clusters (PTBP targets) are enhanced in the brain, where PTBP expression is
low compared to other tissue. Contrary, NOVA proteins are highly expressed in the brain, and exons flanked by upstream TCAT-rich clusters (NOVA targets) are
therefore repressed in this tissue. For previous analysis of data, see Cereda et al. (2014).
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For the small interfering RNA (siRNA)-induced TDP-43 KD, 20 nM of
TARDBP stealth siRNA (Invitrogen, A-012394-14, 50-GGCUCAAGCAU
GGAUUCUA-30) was mixed with 10 mL of RNAiMAX following the manufac-
turer’s reverse transfection protocol and added to a 10-cm dish of
HEK293 FlpIn cells. For the non-targeting siRNA (Stealth RNAi siRNA nega-
tive control med GC content, Invitrogen 12935-300), 20 nM was also used
to distinguish off-target effects from biologically relevant ones. After the
first 24 hr of transfection, the medium was replaced with DMEM with
10% FBS, and, after an additional 24 hr, the cells were collected for
analysis.
RNA was extracted using the Direct-zol RNA kit, and an in-column DNase
digestion step was performed at room temperature for 15 min. The poly(A)seq
libraries for samples that were transfected with either non-targeting siRNA or
TARDBP siRNA were generated using the reverse QuantSeq 30 mRNA-seq kit.
Libraries were prepared from 500 ng of total RNA. In the protocol, one frag-
ment per transcript was generated, which resulted in extremely accurate
gene expression values. For the initial step of this kit, oligodT priming,
including Illumina-compatible linker sequences, was carried out. The second
strand synthesis was followed by purification with magnetic beads. Barcodes
were introduced during the PCR amplification step as standard external
barcodes.
Single-end sequencing (60 nt) was performed on a Illumina GA-2 with a
Rapid Run flow-cell. This kit makes use of a custom sequencing primer that
anneals to a linker sequence previously introduced in the oligo(dT) priming
step for reverse transcription. The obtained reads are strand specific.
expressRNA
We developed two independent research platforms, expressRNA for compu-
tational analysis of post-transcriptional modifications including analysis of
30 end sequence data (expressRNA.apa) and RNAmotifs2 for clustered motif
analysis (see RNAmotifs2). The web application part of expressRNA (jQuery
and JavaScript) allows the exploration of combined analysis results over an
interactive web interface (Figure 1).
expressRNA supports several open-source and commercial 30 end
sequencing protocols (Lexogen forward/reverse, 3P-seq, pA-seq, PolyAseq).
The platform ismodular and scalable and runs on desktop computers for small
sequence samples and on multi-core machines for large datasets. It provides
a complete analytical framework incorporating several tools for reads align-
ment, genome annotation, calling of differentially polyadenylated genes, and
integration of RNA-protein binding (iCLIP) datasets (Figure S1).We established
an online server (http://expressrna.org/paper) to provide interactive browsing
of results presented in this publication.
Processing the 30 End Sequencing Data
We processed each of the 12 experimental datasets (Table S1) by aligning the
reads to the reference human genome (hg19) using STAR aligner (Dobin et al.,
2013) with default parameters. Tagging only one position per alignment (the
first 50 aligned nucleotide), we constructed the database of genome-wide pol-
yadenylation events (Figure 2A).
Since internal priming (annealing to the genomic sequence instead of the
poly(A) tail) is a major problem in 30 end sequencing protocols, we checked
the genomic sequence in the region [–10..10] surrounding the polyadenyla-
tion events and filtered out alignments containing stretches of six consec-
utive A or with 70% A coverage in any 10-nt sub-window in this region.
Published studies indicate that auxiliary RNA motifs tend to be enriched
in the region approximately up to 75 nt upstream (URE) and 50 nt down-
stream (DRE) of each cleavage site (Beaudoing et al., 2000; Shi, 2012).
We wished to focus our study on fully independent cleavage sites that
contain their own PAS and auxiliary motifs. Therefore, we identified the
dominant poly(A) sites based on read count, such that all resulting sites
were at least 125 nt apart. For this purpose, we ranked the polyadenylation
events by read count in descending order and considered only the high-
ranking events that are more than 125 nt apart. This resulted in the overall
poly(A) site database.
It has been shown that cleavage is not an exact process (Pauws et al., 2001),
and we find that cleavage can occur within a small window of positions around
the dominant cleavage site (Figure S2B). To allow for the variation in cleavage
precision (as seen in Figure S2B), we computed the per-experiment expres-
sion of each poly(A) site by summing the read counts that identify any position
in the region [–5..5].
Identifying the Differentially Polyadenylated Genes with DEXSeq
To identify regulated poly(A) sites in genes, we input the read counts of all
poly(A) sites remaining after filtering into DEXSeq. The analogy to alternative
exons counts usually input to DEXSeq are read counts at poly(A) sites. We
input count values for all replicates for control and TDP-43 KD 30 end
sequencing experiments. DEXSeq returns fold change (log2) and adjusted
p value for each site. The genes where no poly(A) site reaches significance
(p < 0.05) are classified as controls.
In genes with more than one poly(A) site, only two poly(A) sites are selected
for further analysis. In control genes, the two poly(A) sites with highest read
count are considered for further analysis. In regulated genes, two significantly
changed sites (adjusted p value <0.05) with highest difference in fold change
are selected for each gene, additionally requiring that fold changes are of
opposite signs.
If the gene was marked as control, the proximal and distal control poly(A)
sites are further labeled as control-down and control-up (dependent on their
fold change). For regulated sites, if a proximal site has fold change <0, the
site is marked as repressed, and if fold change >0, marked as enhanced
(the reverse holds for distal sites). Gene site pairs are then used for further an-
alyses, including RNA maps, RNAmotifs2, and gene ontology (GO) term
analysis.
A
B
Figure 7. Summary of the Main Position-
Dependent Modes of APA Regulation by
TDP-43
(A) The binding patterns that are most enriched for
the same-exon type of APA, as shown in Figures
3A–3D and S3B-E.
(B) The binding patterns that are most enriched for
the skipped-exon type of APA, as shown in Figures
S4C and S4D; the arrow marks the position of
the regulated poly(A) site, and the circle marks
the main position of TDP-43 binding. The blue
color denotes the repressive, and the red the
enhancing effect of TDP-43, and the positions of the
regulatory patterns can be found in the Table S6
(p value <0.01, BRG >10).
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Classifying Poly(A) Site Pairs
After we select the proximal and distal site for each gene, we classify the pair
(and consequently the gene) into same exon, composite exon, and skipped
exon. For this classification, we use the gene level annotation that is computed
by linearizing the Ensembl gene annotation by merging the transcript annota-
tion. When no annotated splice site is present between the selected poly(A)
sites, then the gene is assigned to the same-exon category (Figure 2B). If there
is a splice site present between the selected poly(A) sites, further classification
depends on the type of splice site preceding the proximal poly(A) site. If there is
a 50 splice site immediately upstream of the proximal site, the gene is assigned
to the composite-exon category, and, if there is a 30 splice site immediately up-
stream of the proximal site, the gene is assigned to the skipped-exon category
(Figure 2B).
Visualizing Position-Dependent Regulation with RNA Maps
RBPs play a significant role not only in the regulation of alternative splicing but
also in the regulation of APA. We designed experiments with intact cells as
controls and KD samples as test experiments. After identifying alternatively
polyadenylated genes, we defined three sets of genes (repressed, enhanced,
and controls) and cumulatively plotted the iCLIP data around poly(A) sites of
these three categories. The position of the polyA site (also referred to as the
cleavage site) is marked with a red line at the center of the RNA maps (Figures
3 and S3–S5). The approach for visualizing an RNAmap of APA is analogous to
any other region of interest, such as, for instance, the intron-exon boundaries
in the context of alternative splicing (Ule et al., 2006).
To display the variability of positional binding enrichment detected by RNA
maps, we performed 10,000 bootstraps (sampling with replacement) of each
gene class to obtain the SD (gray). The colored areas (red, blue) on RNA
maps are drawn between the signal (repressed, enhanced) and control re-
gions, excluding SDs, which conveys a picture of the most reliable enrichment
of candidate regulatory binding sites (Figure 3A).
To determine the number of regulated genes that contain TDP-43 binding
within a specific set of positions, we calculated the BRG, where the binding
sites are defined either by the significant iCLIP crosslink clusters or RNA motif
clusters (Table S6). BRG corresponds to the number of genes that contain at
least one binding site in a specific window within the RNA map at a specific
class of poly(A) sites. The BRG allows a comparative analysis of RNA maps,
for example, showing the BRG in the entire map (reported BRG400, since
the entire RNA map window is 400 nt).
Furthermore, to determine positions on theRNAmap that have the strongest
regulatory significance (fold change between repressed/enhanced and control
genes), we performed 1M bootstraps (sampling with replacement) on the
entire dataset. We then used a 40-nt sliding window and computed the p value
by considering data versus bootstrap fold changes. For same-exon proximal
poly(A) sites, we found that the most significant 40-nt window is between
the 97th and 57th nucleotide relative to the repressed proximal poly(A) sites
(p value = 1E-6, log2 fold change = 2.04, BRG = 33). The positions of the 40-nt
most significant windowswith respective BRGs and fold changes are available
for each type of poly(A) site (Table S6).
We additionally plotted heatmaps of the repressed and enhanced top 20
bound genes, which demonstrate positional contributions of individual sites
(Figures 3B, 3C, S3B, and S3C; Table S2).
Defining TDP-43 Binding Positions with iCLIP
iCLIP data were processed as described previously by iCount web server
(http://icount.biolab.si) (Wang et al., 2010). The crosslink clusters were identi-
fied considering all crosslink sites that were significant with a false discovery
rate (FDR) <0.05 at a maximum spacing of 20 nt between crosslink sites.
Each binding site position was then defined by the exact position of the
‘‘bound GU-rich motifs’’ (GTGTG, TGTGT, TGCGT, TGTGC, CGTGT, ATGTG,
GTATG, GTGTA, GCGTG, GTGCG, TGTGA, TGTAT, GTGTT, CTGTG, TATGT,
TTGTG, TGAGT, GGTGT, GAGTG, GTGTC, TGTGG, AGTGT, GTTTG) that
were present in iCLIP crosslink clusters.
RNAmotifs2
RNAmotifs2 is an upgraded version of the previously published RNAmotifs
software (Cereda et al., 2014). We extended the motif search from alternative
splicing regions to three regions surrounding poly(A) sites and modified the
search algorithm with an iterative clustering method. The approach finds the
motif with the strongest signal that differentiates up/downregulated se-
quences to control sequences first. Next, it removes sequences where the
motif signal is strongest and compensates the loss of signal by clustering
the strongest motif with additional motifs, iteratively constructing a cluster
consisting of up to four different motifs.
RNAmotifs2 is a standalone application written in Python. The input of
RNAmotifs2 is a list of genomic positions, either alternative exons or alternative
poly(A) sites. Each input needs to be assigned to one of the three classes: con-
trol, enhanced, or repressed. After computing cluster motif analysis, the re-
sults are reported either independently or integrated with the expressRNA
web application.
Minigene Analysis
The region used for the SMC1A minigene is composed of two sequences
surrounding both poly(A) sites. The first part of SMC1A minigene con-
tains an 812-bp-long sequence surrounding the proximal poly(A) site (posi-
tions 53406176..53406987), which is coupled to the 537-nt-long 30 UTR
sequence close to the distal poly(A) site (positions 53400970..53401506).
The intervening part of the 30 UTR was not incorporated in the minigene
reporter due to the limiting size of the plasmid. The minigene (0.3 mg)
was co-transfected into HeLa cells together with siRNA against TDP-43
or control or TIA, and the cells were harvested after 48 hr. Reverse tran-
scription was performed using RevertAid (Fermentas), and qPCR was per-
formed to assess the level of different poly(A) site usage using SYBRgreen
according to manufacturer’s protocol. The expression of 30 UTR of mini-
gene was assessed using forward primer in the luciferase gene and reverse
primer in the short 30 UTR. The use of distal poly(A) site was assessed by
using forward primer across the junction between proximal poly(A) site
and the downstream sequence surrounding the distal poly(A) site, and
reverse primer around the distal poly(A) site. Ratio between the distal and
proximal poly(A) site use in each condition was normalized to the ratio in
the control cells.
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